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He does not have any first hand knowledge to support or prove that HARVIN's job was
eliminated or that her las&t&yPfgork was moved up because she engaged in NRC protected
3belief that the adverse acts were taken against HARVIN
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at the plants because there was a duplication of effort in those functions at PSEG headquarters,
there was no such duplication in HARVIN's work by anyone else. That makes him believe that
the decision to eliminate her job was not based on business reasons/cost reduction. He added
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believes that HARVIN did herjob well; employees confided in her; and she was
honest with emp oyees; and with her assessments of the work at the plants. He indicated that her
work helped the plants receive an INPO recognized strength, and that!'touted her job and
working in the nuclear
function to INPO as a plant strength. He indicated that in his 9iU
power industry, he had not seen a person/job function who had been viewed as a strength by
INPO one day, and the next day there position was eliminated. He also believed that, due in part
to HARVIN's work, the plants had a strong year [in 2002].
summarized his beliefs by stating that it did not make any business sense to
eliminate her jot, it did not make any sense from an INPO standpont eliminate herob [you
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integrity, leads him to believe that HARVIN's job was eliminated and her last day moved up
because she engaged in NRC protected activity.
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